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Executive Summary
From the beginning of the civilization the banking sector dominates the economic development of a
country by mobilizing the saving from the general people and channeling those saving for investment
and thus economic development and growth. To satisfy the demand as well as to improve the
commercial banking service in our country, HSBC Bank, a scheduled bank, was incorporated to initiate
its operation with the aim to play the vital role on the socio-economic development of the country. With
the world knowing identity, Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation (HSBC) started its operation
in Bangladesh in 1996. With such a brand image, outstanding Trade supporting activities and modern
product and service area, they also built a place in Bangladeshi market as well. So here I have tried to
focus upon the newly introduced online LC posting system of HSBC in Bangladesh, highlighting in
Dhaka city.
Starting from the company overview, I have put light on giving a brief about HSBC as a global bank and
HSBC in Bangladesh. Additional, I have moved on to the products and services they are providing.
Furthermore I added the jobs I have performed during my internship period. During my internship I had
some observation so I also included them into my report along with recommendation.
The study also reflects the summary of the project on which I worked. The objective of the project,
methodology and limitations is also included in this part. I have also included different parts of my
project. Finally I analyzed the project in my own word.
Analysis on the findings in basically done to sort out the major aspects of the Project. At the same time
for easier understanding of the report, supporting topics and terms are explained in the light of
textbooks and regulatory guidelines. Utmost care has been given to explain all necessary aspects
related to the subject matter for easier and quick understanding of the report.

And I shall be grateful to those persons who will read this report and who shall be benefited from this
report at present and in future.
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Introduction
1.1 Introduction
The Jews in Jerusalem introduced a kind of banking in the form of money lending before the birth of
Christ. The word „Bank‟ was probably derived from the word „Bench‟ as during ancient time Jews
used to do money lending business sitting on long benched.
First modern banking was introduced in 1668 in Stockholm as „Savings Pis Bank‟, which opened up a
new era of banking, activates throughout the European Mainland. In the North Asia region, the
Afghan traders popularly known as Kabliwallas introduced early banking system. Muslim
businessmen from Kabul, Afghanistan came to India & started money lending business in exchange
of interest sometime in 1312 A.D. they were known s „Kabuliwallas‟.
Banks are now beyond those old concepts. Now bank represents a significant & influential sector of
business worldwide. Most individuals and originations make use of the Banks, either as depositors
and borrowers. Bank play a major role in maintaining confidence in the monetary system through
their close relationship with regulatory authorities & governments the regulation imposed on them by
those government.
One of the most important factors for industrialization and economic development of a country is the
situation of their trade. Trade is one of the major sources of earning. But it is not completely possible
to go for global trade without the help of financial organization. HSBC is providing such kind of
tremendous service. GTRF (Global Trade and Receivable Finance) is the department of HSBC bank
that mainly provides financial support to the needed people to gratify their financial need.
So, I think, my study on automation of LC system is extremely justified in the light of how HSBCs
automated LC systems works.
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1.2 Origin of the Report
For a student of BBA, it is a requirement after the examination of BBA to attach with a financial
institution and prepare a thesis report, which is a part of the program. To fulfill this requirement I
worked as an intern in Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation for three months. This not only
fulfills the requirement of the program but also facilitates the dissemination of knowledge in the
banking arena of Bangladesh. Besides it helped me a lot to compare theoretical knowledge with
practical experience. The proposed topic is "New Frontier of Automated LC system of HSBC". My
organization supervisor Mr. Khondkar Towfique Hossain (Manager, Global Trade and Receivables
Finance, Anchor Tower, HSBC) assigned me the topic of the term paper & my institution supervisor
at BRAC University Mr. Hussain Sallilul Akareem, duly approved it.
1.3 Objective
The objective of this report is associated with the internship purpose. The internship objective is to
acquire practical facts and experiencing the corporate working environment. To this Concern this
report is contemplating the knowledge and experience accumulated from internship program. With
the set rules and suggestion by the BRAC University and with the generous assistances of the
organization and the internship supervisor, this report mainly comprise of an organization part and a
project part.
The prime objective if organization part is:
 To demonstrate a brief summary of HongKong and Shanghai Banking Corporation Ltd.
The major objectives of project part are:
 Give a very short summary of Bangladesh Banks introduced automated LC system and
discuss some of the very simple rules and regulations imposed by Bangladesh Bank for
posting this automated LC.
 Provide recommendation the remedial majors for the improvement of Import L/C services by
HSBC.
1.4 Scope of the Report
The scope of this report is partial to the overall description of the company. The scope of the study is
limited to organizational setup, functions, and performances Since HSBC is still in its growth stage in
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Bangladesh; it has still to go a long way to achieve its destination. The report will mainly focus on the
automated LC system of HSBC Bangladesh.
1.5 Methodology
To prepare the report information was the most important thing. And to get that information I followed
some methods. For example I tried to collect information while working which means I tried to
observe while working. Besides I tried to find more information through browsing. Moreover I tried to
gather more information by talking to the employees with whom I worked. I collected those data by
primary source and secondary source.
1.5.1 Primary Source:
 The main source of primary information was talking with my supervisor Khondkar Towfique
Hossain and other employees.
 File study.
1.5.2 Secondary Source:
 My secondary source of collecting information was the website of HSBC as well as other
websites.
 Different publication.
1.6 Limitation
It was a different kind of experience to work in such a bank like HSBC. Preparing report is an
essential part of internship but to get information for preparing the report there were some limitations.
Like:
 I was an intern in the return department of GTRF. So the scope of collecting information was
narrow because I did not get chance to collect information from other department.
 As an intern I performed some particular task so I had to do the report based on those
particular tasks which I think was a barrier for me. Because of the particular tasks I did not
get the chance to work on other areas of LC and could not include those topics in my report.
 The time limit to prepare the report was very short as I had to work from 10am till 8pm and
sometimes I had to work on Friday and Saturday as well so I did not get much time to
prepare the report.
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 Through my internship period I faced a lot of strikes and blockade. So it hampered working
on my project report.
 HSBC has strong rules and regulation of sharing information. So because of that I did not get
access to all of their information.
1.7 Significance of the report:
Other than determining the automation process of L/C system, it will also be useful to employees,
competitors, interns and industry as a whole. Employees can find out the process of the system and
how well they are dealing with it. Interns can easily understand what the process of working is and
how to cope up with the system. Competitors can also benefit from the outcomes of this study by
getting an indication of where to focus its resources. Finally this will help the whole organization to
find out the problems of this system also they will get some solution which will help them to deal with
the problems.
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The
Organization
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HSBC: The World's Local Bank
2.1 Overview of HSBC
The HSBC Group is named after its founding member, The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking
Corporation Limited, which was established in 1865 in Hong Kong and Shanghai to finance the
growing trade between China and Europe. Thomas Sutherland, a Hong Kong Superintendent of the
Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company helped to establish this bank in March 1865.
Throughout the late nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries, the bank established a network of
agencies and branches based mainly in China and South East Asia but also with representation in
the Indian sub-continent, Japan, Europe and North America. The post-war political and economic
changes in the world forced the bank to analyze its strategy for continued growth in the 1950s. The
bank diversified both its business and its geographical spread through acquisitions and alliances.
HSBC Holdings plc, the parent company of the HSBC Group, was established in 1991 with its shares
quoted on both the London and Hong Kong stock exchanges. The HSBC Group now comprises a
unique range of banks and financial service providers around the globe. HSBC maintains one of the
world‟s largest private data communication networks and is reconfiguring its business for the e-age.
Its rapidly growing e-commerce capability includes the use of the internet, PC banking over a private
network, interactive TV, and fixed and mobile, including wireless application protocol or WAPenabled mobile, telephones.
HSBC is the world's local bank headquartered in London, HSBC is one of the largest banking and
financial services organizations in the world. It is the world's largest company and the world's largest
banking group, as calculated based on different metrics by the annual Forbes list of the world's
largest firms published on April 2, 2008. In February 2008, HSBC was named the world's most
valuable banking brand by The Banker magazine.
HSBC's international network comprises over 7200 offices in 80 countries and territories in Europe,
the Asia-Pacific region, the Americas, the Middle East and Africa. HSBC has 55 million customers
worldwide with listings on the London, Hong Kong, New York, Paris and Bermuda stock exchanges,
shares in HSBC Holdings plc are held by around 210,000 shareholders in some 80 countries and
territories.
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Through an international network linked by advanced technology, including a rapidly growing ecommerce capability, HSBC globally provides a comprehensive range of financial services, personal
financial services, commercial banking, corporate, investment banking and markets and other
activities.
The establishment in 1999 of HSBC as a uniform, international brand name ensured that the Group‟s
corporate symbol has become an increasingly familiar sight across the world. HSBC differentiates its
brand from those of its competitors by describing the unique characteristics that distinguish HSBC,
summarized by the words “The World‟s local bank”.
HSBC‟s commitment to service excellence, reputation for stability and understanding of the region
has repeatedly been recognized through citations by major business publications. HSBC Holdings
was established in 1991 to become the parent company to The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking
Corporation Limited. HSBC is well-known in banking circles for its diversified and risk-averse
approach in its business operations
9
According to Forbes magazine, the world's largest bank (based on a composite score) is currently
the fourth largest bank in the world in terms of assets ($2.693 trillion), the second largest in terms of
sales and reported profit before tax up 30% in the third quarter of 2013 at US$4,530 million, the
largest in terms of market value ($180.81 billion), and the most profitable bank in the world with $18.6
billion in net income for the first nine months of 2013.
The HSBC Group has an international pedigree, which is unique. Many of its principal companies
opened for business over a century ago and they have a history rich in variety and achievement.
2.2 The Making of the modern HSBC Group
The post-war political and economic changes in the world forced the bank to analyze its strategy for
continued growth in the 1950s. The bank diversified both its business and its geographical spread
through acquisitions and alliances. This strategy culminated in 1992 with one of the largest bank
acquisitions in history when HSBC Holdings acquired the UK‟s Midland Bank plc (now called HSBC
Bank plc). However, it remained committed to its historical markets and played an important part in
the reconstruction of Hong Kong where its branch network continued to expand.
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2.3 Timeline of Progress: HSBC
Key events in the growth of the HSBC GroupThe HSBC Group evolved from The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation Limited, which
was founded in 1865 in Hong Kong with offices in Shanghai and London and an agency in San
Francisco. The group expanded primarily thought offices established in the bank‟s name until mid1950s when it began to create or acquire subsidiaries. The following are some key developments in
the Group‟s growth since 1959
1959 The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation acquire The British Bank of Middle East
(formerly the Imperial Bank of Persia, now called HSBC Bank Middle East Limited).
1965 The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation acquire a majority shareholding in Hang
Seng Bank Limited, now the second-largest bank incorporated in Hong Kong.
1971 The British Bank of the Middle East acquires a minority stake of 20% in The Cyprus Popular
Bank Limited (not trading as Laiki Group)
1972 Midland Bank acquires a shareholding in UBAF Bank Limited (now known as British Arab
Commercial Bank Limited).
1978 The Saudi British Bank is established under local control to take over The British Bank of the
Middle East‟s branches in Saudi Arabia.
1980 The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation acquire 51% of New York State‟s Marine
Midland Bank, N.A. (now called HSBC Bank USA). Midland acquires a controlling interest in leading
German private bank Trinkaus & Burkhardt KGaA (now HSBC Trinkaus & Burkhardt KGaA).
1981 Hongkong Bank of Canada (now HSBC Bank Canada) is established in Vancouver. The Group
acquires a controlling interest in Equator HoldingsLimited, a merchant bank engaged in trade finance
in sub-Saharan Africa.
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1982 Egyptian British Bank S.A.E. is formed, with the Group holding a 40% interest.
1983 Marine Midland Bank acquires Carroll McEntee & McGinley (now HSBC Securities (USA) Inc.),
a New York based primary dealer in US government securities.
1986 The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation establishes Hongkong Bank of Australia
Limited (now HSBC Bank Australia Limited)
1987 The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation acquires the remaining shares of Marine
Midland and a 14.9% equity interest in Midland Bank plc (now HSBC Bank plc).
1991 HSBC Holdings is established; its shares are traded on the London and Hong Kong stock
exchanges.
1992 HSBC Holdings purchases the remaining equity in Midland Bank.
1993 The HSBC Group‟s Head Office moves to London.
1994 Hongkong Bank Malaysia Berhad (now HSBC Bank Malaysia Berhad) is formed.
1997 The group establishes a new subsidiary in Brazil, Banco HSBC Bamerindus S.A. (now HSBC
Bank Brasil S.A. – Banco Mǔltiplo), and acquires Roberts S.A. de Inversiones in Argentina (now
HSBC Argentina Holdings S.A.).
1999 Shares in HSBC Holdings begin trading on a third stock exchange, New York. HSBC acquires
Republic New York Corporation (now integrated with HSBC USA Inc.) and its sister company Safra
Republic Holdings S.A. (now HSBC Republic Holdings (Luxembourg) S.A.). Midland Bank acquires a
70.03% interest in Mid-Med Bank p.l.c. (now HSBC Bank Malta p.l.c.), Malta‟s largest commercial
bank.
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2000 HSBC acquires CCF, one of France‟s largest banks. Shares in HSBC Holdings are listed on a
fourth stock exchange, in Paris. The Group increases its shareholding in Egyptian British Bank to
over 90% and later renames it HSBC Bank Egypt S.A.E.
2001 HSBC acquires Demirbank TAS, now HSBC Bank A.S., Turkey‟s fifth largest private bank; and
signs an agreement to purchase an 8% stake in Bank of Shanghai.
2002 Acquisitions include Group Financiero Bital, S.A. de C.V., one of Mexico‟s largest financial
services groups; and a 10% interest in Ping An Insurance Company of China Limited, the second
largest life insurance operations in China.
2003 HSBC acquires Household International Inc., a leading US consumer finance company; and
Lloyds TSB‟s Brazilian assets including Losango Promortora de Vendas Ltda, a major consumer
credit institution. Four French private banking subsidiaries combine to form HSBC Private Bank
France. HSBC Insurance Brokers Limited forms a joint venture, Beijing HSBC Insurance Brokers
Limited, in which it has a 24.9% stake. Hang Seng Bank acquires 15.98% of Industrial Bank Co Ltd,
a mainland China commercial bank, and HSBC agrees to purchase 50% of Fujian Asia bank Limited
(no Ping An Bank Limited).
2004 HSBC acquires The Bank of Bermuda Limited, a leading provider of fund administration, trust,
custody, asset management and private banking services; and shares in HSBC Holdings are listed
on a fifth stock exchange, in Bermuda.
2007 In February HSBC released a trading update announcing large provisions to cover potential
losses in its US consumer finance subsidiary. This announcement was one of the first warning bells
of the financial crisis to come and alerted markets to the possible global impact that a downturn in the
US housing market could have on banks.
2011 HSBC has restructured and refocused its business to meet the challenges of the post-crisis
world. A program of closures and disposals has made HSBC more nimble, easier to manage and
better placed to react to growth opportunities as they arise. As the centre of economic gravity moves
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east, HSBC is one of the few truly international banks with a network that spans the markets most
relevant to international trade and capital flows.
2.4 HSBC‟s Business principles:
The HSBC Group is committed to five core business principles:
 Outstanding customer service;
 Effective and efficient operations;
 Strong capital and liquidity;
 Prudent lending policy;
 Strict expense discipline;
2.5 HSBC‟s Business Values:
HSBC also operates according to certain Key Business Values:
 The highest personal standards of integrity at all levels;
 Commitment to truth and fair dealing;
 Hand-on management at all levels;
 Openly esteemed commitment to quality and competence;
 A minimum of bureaucracy;
 Fast decisions and implementation;
 Putting the Group's interests ahead of the individual's;
 The appropriate delegation of authority with accountability;
 Fair and objective employer;
 A merit approach to recruitment/selection/promotion;
 A commitment to complying with the spirit and letter of all laws and regulations;
2.6 Operations in Bangladesh
In Bangladesh, HSBC started its operation on 17th December, 1996. The HSBC Asia Pacific group
represents HSBC in Bangladesh. HSBC currently has a network of 13 branches and is one of the
largest commercial banks in the country. HSBC Bangladesh also has a network of 39 ATMs, 7
Customer Service Centers (which include ATM Machines, Easy Pay Machines, Phone Banking,
Access to the HSBC Website and dedicated officer at the premises). As well as an offshore banking
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unit, and offices in 7 EPZs. All the operations of HSBC in Bangladesh monitored by its head office,
located in Anchor Tower, sonargoan road, Dhaka. Initially HSBC provided personal banking services,
trade and corporate services, and custody services. The Bank was awarded ISO9002 accreditation
for its personal and business banking services, which cover trade services, securities and safe
custody, corporate banking, Hexagon and all personal banking. This ISO9002 designation is the first
of its kind for a bank in Bangladesh. Today, the HSBC Group offers a comprehensive range of
financial services in Bangladesh including commercial banking, consumer banking, payments and
cash management, trade services, amanah banking treasury and custody and clearing.
For the valued foreign investors, HSBC has a dedicated advisory team, to assist them to set up
business operation and to invest in applicable markets in Bangladesh. HSBC‟s local expertise,
coupled with excellent understanding of local regulations allows it to provide investors the required
know-how and edge to assist in embarking on an effective investment and business set-up.
HSBC Bangladesh has acquired licensing to provide off-shore banking services to qualified Export
Processing Zone clients. Off-shore banking clients, in applicable zones in Bangladesh, may conduct
banking transactions and avail credit facilities in foreign currency subject to applicable rules and
regulations. Being one of the largest offshore banking facility providers in the Export Processing
zones, HSBC has the experience and capabilities to assist and fulfill the banking needs of the
investors.
2.7 Products and Service
HSBC is one of the leading multinational banks. It has gained its popularity by providing excellent
services. It has a variety range of services which includes retail banking, trade and much more. The
range of services offered by HSBC in Bangladesh is:

a) Personal Financial Services
The Bank has a variety of products and services intended to satisfy individual requirements. The
variety of products & services for distinct customers comprises of the following:
 Online Banking
 ATM
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 Phone banking
 Customer Service Centre (CSC)
 Savings
 Current
 Time Deposit Accounts
 Personal Savings Plans - Personal Lending Products
 Foreign currency banking services both for Resident and Non-resident Bangladeshis.
Moreover HSBC is devoted to deliver a superior level of custom-made service, which is being
regularly supervised.
b) Savings Account
This account helps to maximize wealth with daily interest. Besides customers can issue any number
of cheques or withdraw any amount. Here interest is calculated on daily credit balance and paid half
yearly. However there is a condition to earn interest which includes that the customers have to
maintain a minimum balance of BDT 25,000. Furthermore there are other fees in this account for
example; Relationship fee- BDT 300/ per quarter.
c) Current Account
This is also a collection account basically intended for various customers. This is an non-interest
bearing account. The Opening balance in this account has to be TK 25,000. Here average balance
needs to be maintained TK 25,000. There are no restrictions on number of transactions. It does not
include any yearly ledger fee, this account is non-interest bearing but it provides free ATM card and
phone banking service. This account can be opened only by Individuals which can be joint or single,
proprietorship companies, partnership companies, limited companies, liaison offices, NGO‟s. The
main problem of this account is that various kinds of documents are needed for the companies such
as memorandum of association, board resolution, etc. Other than that the requirements for
individuals are same as the savings account.
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d) ATM Card
Now a days ATM card is very popular and it has made everyone‟s life easier. This card can be
connected with Savings or Current Account or both. It can be used 24 Hours a day from any one of
the HSBC ATM outlets. However, the Maximum limit BDT 20,000/- per day per card. But for PVA
maximum limit is BDT 50,000/ per day. Moreover it provides the opportunity of withdrawing or
depositing money, inquiring about balance, checking last 5 transactions, transferring funds and
making payments to other accounts with HSBC. The Minimum BDT 500/- can be withdrawn from with
this card.
e) Power Vantage
For total financial control the average deposit balance should be BDT 2, 00,000/ besides annual fee
BDT 500/, penalty charge BDT 500/ half yearly if the average deposit balance falls below BDT
2,00,000/. But it provides free personal accident insurance coverage for BDT 1, 00,000/, free
endorsement of foreign currency against travel quota, special Power Vantage ATM card with
enhanced cash withdrawal facility of BDT 50,000/ per day, special loan rage for the Personal
Installment Loan, lower processing fee for Car Loan.
f) Time Deposit
Minimum amount of opening this account is BDT 1,00,000/ both Individual and Joint. For this account
interest is paid at maturity. Cumulative Time Deposits (Principal + Interest) is also available for this
account. Personal Secured Loan which means a loan facility up to 90% of the value of the local
currency and 80% of foreign currency time deposit for a maximum period of 5 years. For this account
personal Secured Credit , an overdraft facility up to 90% of the value LCY and 80% of the FCY time
deposit.
g) Short Term Deposit (STD)
Organizations mostly open this account. Organizations normally maintain current accounts in the
banks. They need to manage majority amount regularly that‟s why, current account fits with their
requirements. The current accounts do not provide any interests. The organizations cannot have
savings account. Because of this reason they are deprived of earning any interest. Though they have
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huge savings they do not get the opportunity of earning interest. Thus short term deposit accounts
enable them to earn interests from their accounts. This account has some features of both saving
account and current account. For example it provides interests which are like the savings accounts
and the holder can withdraw any amount any time from his account which is a property of the current
account. Mostly businessman maintains this kind of account.
h) Fixed Deposit
Another name of fixed deposit is term deposits. These deposits are created in the bank for a fixed
period of time. Period of time needs to be specified previously. Maintaining cash reserve is not
necessary. SO the bank needs not to keep any reserve. The most significant feature of this deposit is
that it offers interest rates that are higher than the savings accounts.
i) Residents Foreign Currency Current accounts:
Bangladeshi nationals who are located in abroad open this account. Foreign nationals residing
abroad or in Bangladesh, Foreign firms which are registered in abroad, Bangladeshis working in
multinationals at Bangladesh and receiving salary in FC can also open such account. The account
does not bear any interest. Besides, there are various kinds of restrictions for withdrawals and
deposits. The account can be maintained in Euro (EUR), Pound Sterling (GBP) and US Dollar (USD).
j) Other accounts:
There are several other accounts that are shaped to meet customer demands and condition. Such
accounts are custom-made. The restrictions on these accounts are subject to change.
k) Personal Installment Loan & Car loan:
Any purpose customer loan of HSBC mainly indicates about the PIL (Personal Installment Loan).
This is the best product of HSBC Bangladesh currently. The customers can gain this loan for any of
his personal needs such as. The needs might include traveling, purchase of household goods,
computer purchase, etc. The bank will disburse the credit amount directly to customer account.
Because of this reason invoices are not required for this kind of loans.
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On the other hand car loan is mainly provided to HSBC customers to purchase personal cars. This
loan is very popular and it is the second best product of HSBC. This is because it finances the cost of
the car for its customers. The scheme covers loans ranges from TK100,000 to Tk5,000,000. The
loan amount is up to a maximum of 70% of car value for a reconditioned car and 60% for a new car.
The process is that the customers need to submit quotations from at least 3 vendors mentioning the
price of the car to be purchased. Than the loan value is paid to the car vendor in the form of pay
order. The costs include the interest rate on the loan which is 13% (special offer) with low processing
fee but no hidden cost. Moreover HSBC creates arrangements with selected insurance companies
for special discounts on their insurance policies.
The rules for this loan are the person who is applying for the loan has to be of at least 25 years old.
Besides, has to be employed in a well-established company for 2 years with a minimum monthly
income of TK 20,000. Independent individuals can also apply. But in this case valid income proof
must be presented to the bank.
Loan repayments are made in form of equal monthly installments (EMI). In this regard the customers
have the option of choosing the repayment period which can be 12, 24, 36 & 48 months.
l) Corporate and Institutional Banking
HSBC has a full range of products and services for corporate clients, which include: Working Capital
Financing, Term Loan, Trade Facilities, Guarantees & Bonds, and Structured Financing &
Syndications etc. This service includes providing keen relationship management service to those
clients in major corporate and financial institutions. The organization mainly concentrates on maintain
long term relationship.
m) Payments & Cash Management
This is one of the central providers of payments and related services to financial institutions,
corporate and personal customers. Its widespread network of offices and capabilities, payments and
cash management supports companies in efficient cash management. HSBC's Global Payments and
Cash Management services provide domestic and regional transaction solutions to companies
throughout the world.
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The Payments & Cash Management Services mainly comprises of; Account Opening for companies,
Countrywide Receivables Management Solutions, Countrywide Payables Management Solutions,
Cross Border Remittance Services and Internet Banking Solutions.
n) Amanah Banking (Islamic Banking):
At HSBC Amana is the exclusive mixture of local experience and global resources. It understands
customers‟ needs and concerns. It is designed with the Shariah principles, for the clients. This is
mainly a current account which is a relationship checking designed to comply with Shariah (Islamic
Law) guidelines. Moreover provides the regular convenience and security of a current account. The
HSBC Amanah Current Account offers its customers different things. These include an interest free
deposit, where no interest is paid or received for funds. Separate books of accounts are kept for all
current account Amanah Deposits. This ensures that these deposits are used only in a Shariah
compliant manner.

o) Trade & Supply Chains
This is an age-old fundamental business of HSBC based on the depth and spread of its corporate
customer base. They have a highly automated trade processing system.

p) Commercial banking
It is a basic strength of HSBC. Because of its international reach and wide range financial service this
organization is a very popular choice for people. It provides foreign currency financing to suitable
customers.

q) HSBCnet
The organization has a proprietary computer-based software package that is linked to international
computer network that helps them to be up to date and provide exceptional customer service.
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r) Custody and clearing
This bank is known as leader in custody and clearing specially in Asia Pacific region and the Middle
East.

s) Treasury and Capital Market
HSBC is listed as among the largest in the world for serving the requirements of central banks,
international and local corporations, institutional investors, and financial institutions besides other
market participants.

t) Investment banking and market
This portion is a mixture of the advisory, financing, asset management, equity, securities, private
banking, private equity, and treasury additionally capital market activities of the HSBC group.

u) Internet and other service
As this organization is very popular it also provides internet banking opportunity which is well
protected from any cyber-attack. Besides it also presents Credit card service. Its master card is
acceptable at superstores, hotels, airlines as well as in restaurants. Apart from all these services its
traveler check service is also very popular. The internet service helps to forget the hassles of parking
or queuing up. Customers can access their accounts anytime, from anywhere in the world. This
internet service provides the opportunity of:
 Getting access to account 24/7 (subject to planned conservation periods).
 Viewing balances and transactions anytime.
 Making exchanges between eligible HSBC accounts.
 Paying bills online.
 Creating, viewing and canceling stand-up orders
 Applying online for diverse products.
 Updating email address, contact telephone numbers and other personal information.
 Executing foreign exchange enquiries
 Viewing, printing as well as downloading eStatements to track transactions.
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 Checking and updating personal information or account.
 Locating new time deposit, checking or updating personal information and accounts.

v) Phone Banking
Their Phone banking service permits to perform a wide range of transactions. Phone banking is very
popular. It provides the chance of:
 Checking the balances on primary and linked accounts
 Transferring money between accounts. This is very helpful for customers.
 Customers can easily know about the details of last five transactions
 Customers can easily order a statement.
 They can order a cheque book when they need it.
 They can pay bills to pre-designated third parties in local currency without any hassle.
 People can enquire about time deposit interest rates.
 Clients can open or renew a time deposit.
 They can also report lost or stolen ATM card.
 They can enquire about foreign exchange rates.
 They can enquire status of an issued cheque.
 Finally they can stop cheque instructions.
2.8 Operational network organogram
The top management equally contributed to HSBC‟s superior leadership, by carrying out their unique
roles. They worked well together, respecting each other‟s abilities, & arguing openly & without any
resentment when they disagreed.
To maintain a close touch with the organization each man works in separate area of HSBC‟s
complex. Their offices are indistinguishable from all other cubicles where HSBC‟s junior executives &
secretaries work in. There are no office walls in HSBC and all the staff starting from the CEO to the
lower operating level employees shares the same premises under one roof. There are no specialized
cabins for top management and executives and also no executive dining rooms. This has created a
management team that is united, consistent & active.
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Each and every employee of HSBC takes pride of being an employee at HSBC and his or her pride
comes from the freedom of direct communication with the top management. The management of
HSBC is supportive in the sense that the top management deliberately supports the suggestions,
values, ideas, innovation and hard work of the employees and officer. Again high amount of
employee participation is encountered in the management process. There are also systems for
awards, incentives, and status for innovative ideas and hard works. Again the management style can
also be termed as collegial as high amounts of team work and participation exists between the top
and bottom parts of HSBC.
HSBC follows a 4 layers management philosophy in Bangladesh. These are Managers, Executives,
Officers, and Assistant Officers. The CEO is the top most authority of all the levels. Managers are the
departmental heads who are responsible for the activities of their departments. They are the heads of
the department who formulate strategies for that department. e.g. Human Resources Manager.
Executives have the authority next to managers. They are basically responsible for certain activities
& organizational functions. e.g. Admin Executive. These two layers represent the management level
of HSBC Bangladesh.
Officers are the next persons to stand in the hierarchy list. They are the typical midlevel employees of
HSBC organizational hierarchy. These officers are responsible for managing the operational activities
and operating level employees. The operating level employees of HSBC who are ranked as Assistant
Officer fill the last layer of this hierarchy. They perform the day-to-day operational activities of HSBC.
An organizational hierarchy chart is shown below:

Managers
Executives

Officers
Assistant officers
Figure: Organizational Hierarchy
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2.8.1 Chief Executive Committee

Chief Executive
Officer (CEO)

Manager (Human Resource)

Manager (Service)
Manager (Financial Control)
Chief of Personal Banking
Chief of Corporate Banking
Manager (Marketing)

Figure: Organ gram - Chief Executive Committee

The organizational structure of HSBC Bangladesh is designed according to the various service and
functional departments. The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) heads the chief executive committee,
which decides on all the strategic aspect of HSBC. The CEO is the person who supervises the heads
of all the departments and also is the ultimate authority of HSBC Bangladesh. He is responsible for
the all the activities of HSBC Bangladesh and all its consequences. He administers all the functional
departments and communicates with the department heads for smooth functioning of the
organization. The HSBC Chief Executive Committee is formed with the heads of all departments
along with the CEO. The structure of this top-most authority is shown in the following figure. Besides
the CEO the CEC is staffed with 6 more managers: Manager of Human Resources, Manager of
Services, Manager of Financial Control Department, Chief of Personal Banking, Chief of Corporate
Banking and Manager of Marketing.
2.9 HSBC Vision Statement
“We aim to satisfy our customers with high quality service that reflects our global image as the
premier international bank”.
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JOB
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3.1 Job Description and specific responsibilities of the job
It was my dream to work in a renowned company and I was lucky enough to get the opportunity to
work in HSBC Bank as an intern. During my internship I was assigned to do perform some major
tasks. Throughout my work I always felt as an important part of the organization. I worked in Global
Trade and Receivable Finance department (GTRF) where I learnt practically how the LC process
works. Bangladesh Bank has newly introduced the online posting process. They introduced an
electronic system approximately on 12th February 2013. This process was mainly introduced to
monitor the LC process. Bangladesh Bank mainly has some electronic screens known as dashboard
or control panel through which they will monitor the procedure of letter of credit for import as well as
export. Through this process Bangladesh bank will be able to administer bank wise outstanding
domestic documentary bills besides the amount of bills of acceptance to be given by branch of a
bank. This system helps the Bangladesh Bank to inspect the activities of other banks. Because of
that each and every bank has to go through the LC online process very carefully. If any of the banks
makes a mistake they will have to give justification to Bangladesh Bank. As HSBC is very popular
they try their level best to go through this online LC process without making any mistake.
My major task included three important part of LC process. This includes 1.LC opening 2.IMP posting
3.Bill of entry posting. These steps are also known as online posting.The way I have recorded Import
data of HSBC Bank by using Online Import Monitoring System:
Import process is performed in 4 successive steps:
 Step 1- LCA Authorization.
 Step2 - LC/Contract information.
 Step3- Import payment and report to Bangladesh bank.
 Step4- Upon receipt of Bill of entry information from customs, report to Bangladesh bank.
So the whole job was based on online. At first I had to browse Bangladesh bank website
www.bb.org.bd. Then there is an option named “E-Service” at the bottom of the home page. After
clicking the E-Service option the “Online Import Management System” link will appear.
Initially the login page will appear in the screen. The layout of the login page
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After giving the correct username and password they will allow me to login. However if I put the
wrong password 3 times they will lock their website and won‟t allow me to login until they get any
mail for new password.
After login the home page will appear. And the home page will look like:

From the home page I had to click the transaction option. Under the transaction option there are
many options available. Like-

Here different options work differently. For instance
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Process of “Import Transection”

Fun

“Back” button
“LCAF Entry” link

The Home page willctio
appear
The LCAF form will appear
ns

“Edit LCAF Information” link

The Edit operation of LCAF form will appear

“LC Information Entry” link

The LC related information entry form will

“Bill of Entry Information” link

appear
The Bill of Entry Information create form will
appear

3.1.1 LCAF Information
a) LC Authorization Form Entry
To get the LC Authorization form I had to click on LC Authorization form. After that the following
screen will appear:

Process of “LCAF form”

Functions

“Cancel” button

The home page will appear

“LCA No”

Enter LCA No in this field

“LCA Date”

Select LCA Date in this field

“IMP Reg No”

Enter Import Registration Number here.
After entering import registration number by

“Importer”

pressing tab the name of the importer will be
displayed in this field
Have to select desired commodity type. Here
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“Import Commodity Type”

are two options „Non-capital Goods‟ and „Capital
Goods‟ in the drop down list.

“Currency Code”

Have to select currency code from the
dropdown list

“LCA Value”

Have to enter LCA Value

“LCAF Type”

Have to select LCAF type. Have to choose from
LC or Contract

“Import Type”

Have to select Import type from the list

After entering all the information the following form will appear:

Now after clicking the create button in the LCA Commodity section as shown in the screen. The LCA
Commodity creation page will appear:

Here I had to provide the commodity code, name, unit and quantity. After I used to click the create
button after which the following screen for LCA Commodity will appear:
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EDIT
ICON

There is an option to edit information in commodity. By clicking the edit icon, commodity information
can be edited easily.
b) EDIT LCAF Information
It is easy to edit LCAF information because there is an option. It is known as Edit LCAF Information.
By clicking the link from import transection to edit LCAF information the following screen will appear:

To edit information I had to enter the LCAF ID and then had to click on search button. Afterwards the
LCAF list will appear. Here by clicking the LCAF ID link (19 in this case) in the LCAF list, the LCAF
details will appear where information can be edited. The screen will look like:
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3.1.2 LC Information Entry
From the Transection module I had to click on the LC information entry link. From the option I used to
choose the search option of LC information as follow:

Under this an LC information form will appear:

Process of „LC Information‟

Functions

“Cancel” Button

It will help to appear the home page

“LCAF ID”

Have to enter the correct LCAF ID otherwise it
will show error.

“LC No”

Have to enter LC Number here.

“LC Date”

Have to select LC Date in this field

“Country of Origin”

Have to select Country of Origin from the
dropdown list

“Destination Country”

Have to select destination country from the
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dropdown list
“Incoterm Used”

Have to select correct INCOTERM from the
dropdown list.

“LC Type”

Have to select LC type.

“LC Rule”

LC Rule by default UCP-600

“LC Expiry Date”

Have to enter LC expiry date.

“LC expiry Place”

Have to enter LC expiry place.

“Partial Shipment Allowed”

According to documents have to select weather
partial shipment is allowed or not from the
dropdown.

“Transshipment Allowed”

According to documents have to select weather
transshipment is allowed or not from the
dropdown.

“Last Shipment Date”

Have to enter last shipment date.

After entering all correct information have to enter the create button. And the LC information page will
appear as below:
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Now from the LC Items Detail section have to Enter the create button. The LC Item creation page
will appear as follow:

Cancel Button to
cancel the screen

The LC ID and
Commodity Code
Will be selected
automatically

After all these have to enter Price and Quantity in the LC Item Details Form. The unit price and
quantity needs to be in such a manner so that the total value does not exceed the original LC value.
If it exceeds then the following error message will appear:

The calendar icon in this system will appear as:
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3.1.3 IMP Information Entry
For IMP information entry I had to click IMP Information Entry from the transection module. The
screen will look like:

Operations

Functions

“Back” button

The transection page will appear

“Search” button

By putting the right AD code, Serial number and year following
the search button desired IMP detail will appear.

“IMP Serial”

Have to enter IMP serial in this field.

“IMP Year”

Have to select year from dropdown list.

“LC ID”

Have to enter LC ID.

“Payment Category”

According to the documents have to select suitable payment
category from the dropdown list.

“IMP Amount”

Have to enter the correct IMP amount from documents.

“Port Export”

Have to enter the name of the port of export.

“Invoice Number”

Have to enter the invoice amount here from the invoice
documents.

“Invoice Date”

Have to enter correct invoice date.

“Ship Port”

Have to select name of the port from dropdown list.

“Vessel Name”

Have to enter the name of the vessel.
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After properly fulfilling all the information have to click the create button to create the IMP information.
3.1.4 Bill Of Entry
For bill of entry I had to go to the transection module and have to click bill of entry information entry.
At First the search option will appear:

By entering existing Bill of entry ID and clicking search button the bill of entry reporting information,
bill of entry item detail and bill of entry matching with imp list will appear. It will look like:
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The bill of entry reporting information can be edited here but have to click the Apply Changes after
editing. The bill of entry reporting also can be deleted by clicking the delete button. Besides by
clicking the Edit icon in the bill of entry Item Detail list, the edit option for bill of entry item detail will
appear like:

Here bill of entry can also be edited or deleted.
3.1.4.1 Creation of Bill of Entry
Again from the Transection module I had to click the Bill of Entry Information Entry and the following
screen will appear:
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Operations
“Cancel” button

Functions
By clicking this button the bill of entry
information will disappear and fresh form will
appear.

“Custom Office Code”

Have to enter proper custom office code
mentioned in the documents.

“Custom Office Name”

After entering proper custom office code have to
press TAB button and the custom office will
appear automatically.

“Bill Number”

Have to enter bill number.

“Bill Date”

Have to enter bill date.

“LC ID”

Have to enter LC ID in this field.

“LC No”

Have to enter LC number.

“LC Date”

Have to enter LC Date.

“FC Amount”

Have to enter FC Amount.

To create bill of entry I had to put proper information in proper place.
Finally I had to click create button in the Bill of Entry Matching with IMP section as following:

This part is really important because the Bill of Entry should be matched with the right IMP.
Otherwise it will create problem in future.
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3.2 Observation and things that needs improvement about the JOB
I have worked in HSBC for three months and it was a great experience. I have learnt a lot of things. It
really gave me a real idea about how trade department works. I performed some particular work and
they were really interesting. However I still have some observation and recommendations.
 As an intern I had to perform three kinds of work. For instance LC opening, IMP information
posting and Bill of Entry. Among these works I mostly did Bill of Entry. I found it really
droning. Because I had to perform the work again and again.
 I think HSBC should give their interns different type of tasks. Because as per my experience
by doing one particular work repeatedly increases the amount of monotonousness and that
increases the possibility of error. So if they get to do different type of work they will feel
interest and this will help them to work spontaneously.
 As the interns most of the time had to perform one particular task I think it was a barrier for
the interns to explore the real idea about how actually the whole process works. Because
among the whole LC process interns had to work on some particular aspects which I think
limited the scope of learning.
 So I think besides providing particular works to the interns they should also tell them and
should give them the whole idea about how the LC process works.
 There was less opportunity of creative thinking. As the tasks that we used to do was a
continuous and particular process I did not have much scope to apply or show my creativity.
All I had to do was work on a continuous process.
 I think besides assigning the particular process they should also assign some works which
will require some creative thinking.
 My job in HSBC included posting LC related information on Bangladesh Bank website. So
there were some options which I found was essential but the website did not provide these
options.
 For instance in the following screen I needed a delete option because sometimes there were
situations when the wrong IMP was matched with the bill of entry. So if there were such an
option it would have decreased the amount of error.
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Many times I suggested my supervisor to raise the issue to Bangladesh Bank to include this
option to their website but there was not any clear process of raising this kind of issues.
Thus I think the GTRF department should introduce a process through which they would be
able to contact Bangladesh Bank and would be able to raise such kind of issues.
 Finally the main problem that I faced while doing my job in HSBC was that the server of
Bangladesh Bank most of time was either slow or sometimes it stopped working. It killed
time and the mood of work.
So I think Bangladesh Bank should make their server efficient enough so that people can
work properly.
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Summary
4.1 Summary
Banking is one of the most challenging industries of Bangladesh. It has shown massive development
during the last period. Some of the new banks have entered this industry so it has made the industry
more competitive. So in such kind of competitive industry it is really important to maintain customer
satisfaction and good service. Companies which provide excellent service are able to compete.
HSBC is one of them.
The project for which I worked was related to GTRF department. At first they were used to do all the
L/C related information‟s manually. However afterward Bangladesh Bank introduced new digital
system to provide all the information‟s digitally on their website. Because of that they took this project
in hand which included posting all the information on Bangladesh Bank website and for this reason
they started hiring interns.
4.2 Project
The project mainly started as Bangladesh bank introduced new online based L/C system.
Bangladesh Bank is the central bank. As the central bank the financial system of Bangladesh
consists of Bangladesh Bank (BB). As the central bank Bangladesh Bank supervises and regulates
all the bank and non-bank financial institution as they have the legal authority. Being the banker to
the government and banks it performs the traditional central banking roles. It formulates as well as
implements monetary policy manages foreign exchange reserves and lays down sensible regulations
and conduct monitoring thereof by giving some broad policy rules and they apply to the entire
banking system. Its sensible regulations include, among others: minimum capital requirements, limits
on loan concentration and insider borrowing and guidelines for asset classification and income
recognition. The Bangladesh Bank has the control to impose consequences for non-compliance and
also to intervene in the management of a bank if serious problem arise. It also has the delegated
authority of issuing policy directives regarding the foreign exchange regime. As they have the right to
monitor all the trade transection the banks made they decided to convert in to manually. In this way
the lessened their hassle of looking and analyzing L/C related information manually. On a test basis
they started this online based L/C system on the middle of last year, 2012. The banks were on a
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practice during that year. They learnt the procedure and the rules and regulation of this online
posting system. Finally on 1st January 2013 they officially made it mandatory for all the banks to give
all the L/C related information digitally instead of manually.
Besides, they introduce an electronic system 12th February, 2013 for monitoring all kind of
transactions involving foreign exchange in the country‟s banking system to tackle misappropriation.
They introduced electronic screen known as dashboard. BB monitors through the dashboard the
procedure of letters of credit for imports and exports by banks, inward and outward remittance
processes and all other foreign exchange related transactions. After the introduction of the
dashboard the BB officials are now able to supervise bank-wise outstanding domestic documentary
bills and the amount of bills of acceptance to be given by a branch of a bank in a day. Moreover,
scheduled banks will also be able to administer their own operation as a bank as they would be able
to monitor the business situation at its branches through the BB web portal.
Bangladesh Bank also imposed some rules regarding the online L/C posting for other banks. To
comply with the Bangladesh Banks newly introduced online system HSBC had to introduce the
project. And I was a part of it. As a part of the project I have worked in GTRF department. In GTRF
department I have worked on returns section where they mainly deal with L/C opening, IMP posting
and Bill of entry. The project in which I was involved was mainly about dealing with overdue of bill of
entry. Now at first let‟s have a glance at GTRF department:
4.3 Global Trade & Receivable Finance (GTRF)
In 1865 HSBC initiated trade and financed commerce between Europe, North America and Asia. As
a part of commercial banking, GTRF is a universal product line. Nowadays, with 10% market share in
terms of revenue, GTRF is leading international trade bank. (Source: OW Global Transaction
Banking Survey 2012). In 2012 GTRF global revenue totaled USD3.5bn. GTRF mainly supports to
meet two fundamental requirements for buyers and suppliers:
1. Supporting cash flow: In this section GTRF supports cash flow which means, financing raw
materials and the manufacturing process, discounting receivables and collecting payments
for goods sold.
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2. Providing risk management: In this part GTRF aids by giving protection for suppliers‟
performance and buyer payment, risk which helps enable trading relationships.

Both of these parts are very important for buyer and supplier in trade.

HSBC is the leading trade bank as it has preasence in 7 of the export processing zones (EPZ).
These 7 EPZs are in Dhaka, Chittagong, Comilla, Mongla, Adamjee, Karnaphuli and Ishwardi. It
controls on vast global network and wide range of trade products and services to accomplish
customers‟ business needs. The product ranges from traditional trade financing methods to
advanced organized solutions. Besides it provides global trade finance as well as finance solutions;
letter of credit, collections, guarantees; receivables finance; supply chain solutions; commodity and
structured financed; and risk distribution. The global revenue of GTRF totaled USD3.5 billion in 2012.
Moreover in every minute GRF processes USD 1 million of trade turnover. They have over 4500
people helping customers trade across more than 60 countries. HSBC facilitated more thanUSD500
billions of trade in 2012.
4.4 GTRF Product
This department mainly provides the services and financing the clients need throughout the trade
cycle. From the tender process and insurance of a payment order, through to shipment and sales
fulfillment they provide financing. They cover various industries which includes commodities, global
sourcing, technology and infrastructure.
Moreover they provide international trade finance as well as financial solutions, letter of credit ,
collections, guarantees, receivables finance, supply chain solutions, commodity structured finance
and risk distribution.
The Letter of credit mainly deals with import export. So when expert or import will increase the
demand of L/C will also increase. In January-May 2013 export rose by 7.2% which was 6.2% last
year and in future I expect it will grow on. So the demand for L/C will also go up. The project where I
worked I mainly posted the information about the import related L/C‟s. So now let‟s get to some
information regarding L/C:
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4.5 Letter of Credit (L/C)
Letters of credit (L/C) is one of the most multipurpose and safe instruments available to international
traders. “An L/C is a assurance by a bank on behalf of the importer (foreign buyer) that payment will
be made to the beneficiary (exporter) provided that the terms and conditions stated in the L/C have
been met, as evidenced by the presentation of specified documents”. The importer pays a fee to get
this kind of service. An L/C is beneficial when reliable credit information about a foreign buyer is
difficult to get or if the foreign buyer‟s credit is not acceptable, but the exporter is satisfied with the
creditworthiness of the importer‟s bank. This method also protects the importer since the documents
required to trigger payment provide evidence that goods have been shipped as agreed. However,
because L/Cs has opportunities for inconsistencies, which may refute payment to the exporter,
documents should be prepared by trained professionals or outsourced. Discrepant documents,
literally not having an “i dotted and t crossed,” may negate the bank‟s payment obligation.
4.6 Characteristics
4.6.1 Validity
It is recommended for use L/C in higher-risk situations or new or less-established trade relationships
when the exporter is satisfied with the creditworthiness of the buyer‟s bank.
4.6.2 Risk
Risk is spread between exporter and importer. The importer and exporter has to obey all the rules,
terms and conditions provided.
4.6.3 Other Characteristics


Payment is made after shipment.



A variety of payment, financing and risk justification options are available.



It is relatively expensive method in terms of transaction costs.



It is an arrangement by banks for settling international commercial transactions.
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It provides a form of security for the parties' involved.



It ensures payment if the terms and conditions of the credit have been fulfilled.



It may not be changed or cancelled unless the importer, banks, and exporter agree

4.7 Types of L/C
a) Sight Letter of Credit
It is such kind of letter of credit that is payable once it is presented along with the necessary
documents. The organization that offers a sight L/C binds itself to paying the agreed amount of funds
provided the provisions of the letter of credit are met. For instance, a business person may present a
bill of exchange to a lender along with a sight letter of credit, and collect the necessary funds right
then. A sight letter of credit is thus more "on demand" than some other types of letters of credit. The
time limit of paying is mostly 5 days.
b) Acceptance Letter of Credit
In acceptance letter of credit there is a time frame. It is paid after a specific date, if the terms of the
letter of credit have been complied with. There are two types of acceptance credit. One is confirmed
and another one is unconfirmed. Unconfirmed acceptance credit means that the seller takes the risk
that payment will not be made, due to any number of contingencies such as shipment non delivery or
any other problems. Confirmed acceptance credit means that the bank upon which the credit has
been issued, essentially guarantees payment as long as the terms of the letter of credit have been
complied with. The payment date may be for example 90 days after the invoice date or the date of
transport documents. When the documents are presented the draft is accepted instead of payment
being made.
c) Deferred Letter of Credit
A deferred payment letter of credit states to a letter of credit that is paid after a fixed number of days.
Generally, it is used by individuals who have a close business relationship, since it allows the buyer
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of goods a grace period before payment is demanded. During the payment period, the buyer can
often sell the goods and pay the credit amount with the proceeds.
d) Letter of Credit with Advance Payment
Some letters of credit provide for advance payment of a portion of the credit prior to compliance with
all the credit provisions. The purpose of this advance is to give the exporter, the fluids necessary to
purchase or process merchandise especially for the buyer. Two typical arrangements deserve
mention.
4.8 Special types of L/C
a) Transferable L/C

This type of L/C gives permission to the recipient to transfer his rights in part or in full to another
party. Sometimes the seller is not the actual producer or manufacturer of the goods. In this kind of
situation the original recipient request for a transferable credit. The issuing bank can do this. This
transferable credit can be done once.
b) Back to back L/C

In this case one credit backs another one. Sometimes the seller is unable to supply the goods at that
time he purchases the needed goods from another and makes payment by opening a second L/C. In
this case the second L/C is called Back to back L/C
4.9 Parties of Letter of Credit
A letter of credit is a legal instrument, which binds all parties according to the terms and conditions
incorporated in the credit. There are some principal parties in a Letter of Credit:
a) The Importer
The person who purchases the goods is called importer. Once the buyer and the seller have
agreed to the sales transactions, it is the duty of the buyers to initiate the opening of the letter of
credit.
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b) Issuing Bank
The Bank, which at the request of his customer (importer) opens a Letter of Credit is named as
Issuing Bank. The Issuing Bank is the buyer's bank of the credit.
c) The Seller
The supplier of the goods is called as seller or exporter. The seller after shipping the goods as per
terms of the credit presents the documents to the negotiating bank.
d) Advising Bank
It is the correspondent bank, of the issuing bank of the credit, through which the credit issued by
the opening bank is advised at seller's country. Advising bank may also be a negotiating bank.
e) Negotiating Bank:
The bank that negotiates purchases or discounts the documents tendered by the exporter as per
terms of the credit is known as negotiating bank.
f) Confirming Bank
If importers bank is not much reputed the exporter will demand for a reconfirmation from a well
reputed multinational bank. So that well reputed bank gives a confirmation to the L/C. This well
reputed bank is known as confirming bank. If the importer does not pay money importers bank will
pay money and if importers bank denies paying the confirming bank will be paying the money.
4.10 Letter of Credit Process
The L/C process mainly comprises of Importer and exporter. Importer is the buyer and the seller is
exporter. At first of the L/C process the importer and exporter agrees to terms including means of
transport, period of credit offered, and latest date of shipment acceptable. After that the importer
applies to bank for issue of letter of credit. The bank of importer is known as issuing bank. The
issuing bank will evaluate importer's credit standing, and may require cash cover or reduction of
other lending limits. Afterwards issuing bank issues L/C, sending it to the Advising bank by airmail or
electronic means. The exporter‟s bank is known as advising bank or negotiating bank. Advising bank
establishes validity of the letter of credit using signature books then informs exporter. Exporter then
checks that L/C matches commercial agreement and that all its terms and conditions can be
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satisfied. Exporter ships the goods, then assembles the documents called for in the L/C (invoice,
transport document, etc.). The Advising bank checks the documents against the L/C. If the
documents are compliant, the bank pays the seller and forwards the documents to the Issuing bank.
The Issuing bank later checks the documents itself. If they are in order, it repays the seller's bank
immediately. The Issuing bank debits the buyer and releases the documents (including transport
document), so the buyer can claim the goods from the carrier. When the goods are according the L/C
doc the doc is called a Clean Doc. If the features of goods are not according to L/C doc it will be
called as Discrepant Doc. When there is a clean doc within 5 working days exporter wants his
money. If it is discrepant doc then importer will get 21 days for negotiation. If the fault is of exporter
then he might demand less money from the importer or importer sometimes sends back the goods.
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Figure: The L/C Process
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Now if we point out the steps the steps will be like;
Step 1: At first the importer has to obtain IRC from the appropriate authority.
Step 2: Then the importer has to sign purchase contract with the exporter.
Step 3: Afterwards the importer has to find out an importer bank mainly known as issuing bank and
has to request the bank to open an L/C on behalf of the importer favoring the exporter.
Step 4: Later the issuing bank issues the L/C in agreement with the request of the importer and
request another bank, exporter‟s bank known as advising bank located in exporter's country to advise
the L/C to the recipient.
Step 5: Subsequently the exporter‟s bank (advising bank) informs the exporter that the L/C has been
issued.
Step 6: As soon as the exporter gets the L/C at first he checks if it is satisfying and he can meet L/C
terms and conditions, he is in a position to make shipment of the goods.
Step 7: The exporter submits the necessary documents to the negotiating bank for negotiation after
the shipment of goods.
Step 8: The negotiating bank then inspects the documents and if found the documents are right than
they Negotiate documents and sends the said documents to the L/C issuing bank
Step 9: After receiving the documents the L/C issuing bank also verifies the document and if they
find the documents is right they make payment to the negotiating bank.
Step 10: Finally the L/C opening bank then requests the importer to receive the document payments
Bangladesh is doing very good in trade. The growth of trade proves that the demand for L/C is high
and will be higher in future. Last year, 8% of Bangladeshi exports went to Asia at the same time as
nearly 20% went to North America and more than 40% went to Europe. This is because wages are
lower in Bangladesh than in many Chinese regions and South-East Asian countries, and this
competitive advantage has enabled low-cost manufacturing industries such as textiles to grow rapidly
over the past decade. Bangladesh now has a share of more than 10% of the world market for
clothing and apparel. As this is the picture now we hope that it will grow more in future.
Though Bangladesh is performing well in trade they need to focus of some issues more which will
help to increase more import export and it will have an effect on L/C. If import or export increases
then businessman will need to open more and more L/C. So the demand will go up.Trade is an
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important part of any bank. The efficiency of this department depends on how well they can manage
the Letter of credit system. The letter of credit is very essential part of trade. Without L/C people
cannot think of trade. For HSBC trade is an important part. For this reason they try their level best to
manage this section efficiently. The analysis part is divided into two section. In the first part I will
represent the analysis of their manual and automation system and in the second part I will represent
how differently they are doing this work.
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Manually versus Automation
4.11 Opening of import letter of credit:
The ministry of commerce in accordance with imports and export control act 1950 regulates the
import of goods into Bangladesh. Bangladesh bank controls the financial aspects for instance
methods of payments, rates of exchange, remittances beside imports through its exchange control
department under the provision of foreign exchange regulation Act 1947. The goods are physically
supervised by the customs Authorities. After their supervision the goods are permissible under import
trade control regulation.
1. Pre-Requisite for opening of a letter of credit
For opening a L/C in HSBC bank the person has to be an account holder or a client of the bank.
After that he/she has to submit a request letter to open L/C. Than the person has to have an original
Import Registration Certificate which is essential for verification. Besides, the person will also need
a membership certificate from a registered Chamber of Commerce and Industries or trade
association. Moreover he/she will need a trade license, income tax declaration, proforma invoice
issued by the foreign supplier. Finally has to fix up the margin for L/C and it needs to be decided on
a mutual basis.
2. Required Documents
i)

Documentary Credit Application. This is an agreement between the bank and importer.

ii)

Insurance Cover Note. This can be for marine, air or post but it has to be in favor of the bank.

iii)

Set of IMP form which will consist of 4 copies. This has to be signed by importer. From four form 3
will be left with the bank and they will fill it after the arrival of documents from the negotiating bank.
One will be used for the bill of entry purpose later on.

iv)

Undertaking will be signed for the fluctuation of foreign currency.

v)

L/C Authorization form which has to be signed by the importer along with the permission from
Bangladesh Bank.
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3. Analyzing L/C Application
After getting the L/C application from the importer HSBC verifies the signature of importer with the
specimen signature available with the bank. Than has to check whether the imported items are
according to the proforma invoice and has to check that the goods are not restricted. Also has to
check if the L/C obeys the exchange control regulation. Also has to analyze that the transportation
insurance is appropriate. After getting all these documents in order HSBC approves the amount of
margin on the basis of importers past performance, financial situation, and marketability of goods.
After all the analysis HSBC sanctions the margin with careful consideration.
4. Opening of L/C
After analyzing the necessary documents HSBC prepares the L/C signed by two authorized
signatories of the bank. They also arrange two copies of reimbursement authority. Then they send
two copies of L/C papers along with a forwarding letter to the negotiating bank. Besides, they send
a reimbursement authority.
5. Permission from Bangladesh Bank
To import any of the goods Bangladesh banks permission is a must. The letter of credit has to be
registered by Bangladesh Bank. They have to get clearance from the exchange control department
of Bangladesh Bank. If they import is under external economic aid or credit, commodity scheme or
wage earners scheme than the authorization form has to be registered with Bangladesh Bank
registration unit.

6. Authorization form of L/C
This authorization forms are available in sets. Each set consists of five copies. This is very essential
form. When the import of goods is on loan, barter and aid this form will not be needed. At that time
the importers nominated bank will submit the form directly to the designated bank. The designated
bank will approve with their sign date along with seal. The bank will keep two copies of which one
will be original one. And then they will send two copies to the licensing office. A copy will also be
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sent to the importers bank. The importer has to sign the L/C authorization forms themselves in all
cases in the presence of the Authorized officer of the bank. The Authorized dealer has to sign the
L/CAF evidencing verification of the importers sign and his entitlement. In this case authorized
dealer has to be satisfied before allowing their client to sign the L/CAF. The banks official
concerned also has to put his signature along with date and seal. Authorized Dealers should not
under any circumstances, make remittance against any L/CAF after expiry of the registration validity
without first finding revalidation of registration from the Bangladesh Bank. They need to ensure that
registration number as given by the Bangladesh Bank is correctly and legibly reproduced on the
IMP forms.
7. L/C against import
Authorized Dealers, have to establish L/C against specific authorization only on behalf of their own
customers who maintain accounts with them. Payments in withdrawal of the bills drawn under L/Cs
must be received by the Authorized Dealers by debit to the account of the concerned customer.
These restrictions will not only apply to import of articles for the private use of the importer (actual
user). All L/Cs and similar undertaking covering imports into Bangladesh must be documentary L/C.
and should provide for payment to be made against full sets of on board (shipped) bills of lading, air
consignment notes, railway receipts, post parcel receipts showing dispatch of goods covered by the
credit to a place in Bangladesh. All L/Cs must specify submission of signed invoices and certificates
of origin. If any particular L/CAF requires the submissions of any other document or the remittance
of exchange at certain periodical intervals or in any other manner, the L/Cs should be opened
incorporating the instruction contained on the L/CAF. It is not permissible to open L/C for imports
into Bangladesh in favor of beneficiaries in countries imports from which are banned by the
competent authority. L/Cs covering import of goods into Bangladesh against valid L/CAF should be
opened within the period prescribed by the Licensing Authority. No amendment or revalidation of
L/C against L/CAF will be valid without the prior permission of the Licensing Authority. However,
this restriction shall not be applied where the amendment is of technical nature or where the
extension is made up to the period of validity for shipment against relative L/CAF.
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8. Advising of Letter of Credit
Advising is forwarding of a Documentary Letter of Credit received from the Issuing Bank to the
exporter. Before advising an L/C the Advising Bank have to see the signatures of Issuing Bank
officials on the L/C verified with the specimen signatures Book of the said bank when L/C received
by airmail. Then they will make an entry in the L/C Advising Register. Finally the L/C will be advised
to the exporter promptly and advising charges will be recovered.
9. Amendments to Letter of Credit
After issuance and advising of a Letter of Credit, sometimes the need of changing some of the
clauses of the Credit might arise. All these alterations are communicated to the exporter through the
same Advising Bank of the Credit. Such modifications to a L/C are termed as amendment to a Letter
of Credit. There may be some of the conditions in a Credit are not acceptable by the exporter. In this
case, exporter contacts applicant and request for amendment of the clauses. On receipt of such
request applicant approaches his banker, issuing bank with a written request for amendment to the
Credit. The issuing Bank inspects the proposal for amendment and same are not in contravention
with the Exchange Control Regulation and bank's interest bank may then process for amendments
form an integral part of the original Credit. If there is more than one amendment to a Credit, all the
amendment have to bear the consecutive serial number that the advising bank can identify the
missing of any amendment. The Issuing Bank has to obtain written application from the applicant
which will be signed and verified by the bank. If the value increases application for amendment has
to be supported by Pro-forma Invoice evidencing consent of the exporter. In case of extension of
shipment period, it should be ensured that relative L/CA is valid up to the period of proposed
extension. Proper recording and filing of amendment has to be maintained. Amendment charges will
be recovered and necessary voucher has to be passed. Some clauses in L/C are amended. For
instance; Increase or decrease value of L/C and increase or decrease of quantity of goods, extension
of shipment/negotiation period, terms of delivery, mode of shipment, inspection clause, name and
address of the supplier, name of reimbursing bank, name of the shipping line etc.
4.12 After Shipment of Goods
After effecting shipment of the goods as per terms of the L/C the supplier prepares a set of Bill of
Lading, Bill of Exchange, Commercial Invoice and necessary documents as required under the terms
of the L/C and represents the drafts to the negotiating bank along with the supporting documents for
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negotiation. The negotiating bank negotiates the drafts and if they find the documents in order as per
terms of L/C, they make payments to the exporter and forward the Drafts and the shipping
documents to the L/C opening Bank under cover of a forwarding letter containing necessary
instructions for L/C opening Bank. The negotiating bank also obtains reimbursement of the amount
paid.
The Negotiating Bank sends documents for collection to Issuing Bank or Advising Bank when
discrepancies are found by the Negotiating Bank, in case of minor discrepancies, at the request of
the exporter and when Negotiating Bank does not want to negotiate documents/does not want to
effect payment without collection of documents from the Advising Bank.
4.13 Analyzing Of Shipping Documents
On receipt of shipping documents from the negotiating bank, the same should be very carefully
scrutinized to ensure that they have been drawn strictly as per terms of the relative credit. The Bank
will look into some points and analyze the documents with reference to the terms of the credit. They
will see if the documents have been negotiated within the stipulated date and the amount of the draft
is within the L/C amount. The draft has been drawn in accordance with the L/C terms and is
endorsed to the order of the Bank. Besides, they will also try to find out if the invoices have been
properly and correctly drawn and signed by the supplier giving full description of the merchandise
along with unit price as per Indent. The Invoice has to bear the L/CA number, IRC number of the
importer and Registration number. The Bill of Lading has to be a clean "Shipped on Board" Bill of
Lading. It also has to show freight prepaid and has to duly endorsed to the order of the Issuing Bank.
The B/L must not show any adverse clause about the condition of the goods. The port of shipment,
port of destination, date of shipment, name of consignee, notify party as shown in the B/L must agree
with those mentioned in the L/C. The B/L must bear the authorized signature and cover the
merchandise described in the Invoice. The Certificate of Origin given by the supplier should be in
conformity with that mentioned in the L/C. Other documents such as packing and weight lists should
also accompany the shipping documents and must correspond with the terms of the L/C. A copy of
the Insurance declaration has to be attached to the documents which should be sent by the exporter
to the importer or insurance company immediately after the shipment has taken place. Besides has
to verify if the foreign correspondent's dues are charged in accordance with the instructions
contained in the L/C. Also has to check out if all other documents required in the L/C are received. If
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any discrepancy is noticed, it has to be brought to the notice of the importer immediately for his
written instruction. If the importer refuses to accept the documents, the negotiating bank has to
advise within 3 working days of receipt of the documents.
4.14 Retirement of Import Bills
Retirement means release of document on receipt of full payment of the bills from customers. This
process of settlement of import claims is technically known as retirement of bills. Before retirement
bank has to ensure that all payables have been recovered and that all formalities including exchange
control requirements are complied with. On receipt of intimation, the importer gives necessary
instructions with regard to retirement of bill. The importer might ask the bank to retire the bill by debit
to his account. The shipping documents are handed over to the importer after adjustment of the loan
to the debit of his account. Before delivering the import documents to the importer, the Bank has to
endorse on the invoices the amount that they have remitted from Bangladesh. They also have to
endorse the bill of exchange and bill of lading to the order of the importer. Besides, they will need to
return the custom purpose copy of the L/CA to the importer for clearance of the consignment from
the custom authority. All payments for imports into Bangladesh have to be reported to Bangladesh
Bank with the original copy of the IMP form duly certified by the Bank. The importer is required to
produce exchange control copy of customs bill of entry to the bank within 4 months from the date of
payment.
After all this process HSBC used to put all this information into their software which is known as
offline process. They mainly follow this process because this is helpful for them and it used make the
process easier to report to Bangladesh bank. They used to put all this information into a form. After
that they used to keep all the documents to themselves. They used to keep a record and after the
particular period they used to prepare a report and send the report to Bangladesh Bank. The people
from Bangladesh bank also used to come to audit the system of this L/C reporting and to verify if
their report is ok or not. This was a hassle for Bangladesh bank because to verify this reporting
system they had to go to every bank and had to verify the process as well as the reports.
So to get rid of the process they introduced a new automated system.
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4.15 Automated L/C system
The automated L/C system has created a revolutionary change into the L/C system. Though because
of this system different baking organization had to face different difficulties but in the long term the
whole industry will enjoy the benefits of this system. The automated L/C system consisted of different
parts
1. L/C (Letter of Credit) opening (Automation)
This step was mainly divided into two parts. The first part was posting L/CAF information. Under the
L/CAF information there were two parts. One was L/C authorization form entry another one was edit
L/CAF information. The Second part of this step was L/C information entry. The steps are:
1. L/CAF Information

L/C Authorization
form Entry

Edit L/CAF
Information

2. L/C Information Entry

i) LCAF Information
a) L/C Authorization Form Entry
In this part I had to put information about LCA no, LCA date, Imp reg no, importer, import commodity
type, currency code, LCA value, LCAF type, Import type. I used to collect all these information from
the files. The information are scattered in the file. I had to accumulate them and then put the
information manually. These information are very important. The most important information are the
LCA no, imp reg no and LCA value. These are important because if there is any mistake this will
create problem in other steps. This means if I provide wrong information then I will face problem in
posting IMP information and Bill of entry information later on. If I put the information accurately then I
will get a LCAF number which I had to use afterwards. I had to write the LCAF number in the file.
After getting the LFAC number I had to put it on the search option and then all the information will
appear again and later I had to put information regarding commodities. This included putting
information about commodity code, commodity, unit code and quantity. After I used to click the create
button.
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b) Edit LCAF
This was an essential option as it helped to edit the information in LCAF authorization form if there
were any mistakes. I just had to collect the LCAF number from the file which I previously wrote and
had to type it in the search option and then all the information regarding the LCAF used to appear.
ii) L/C Information Entry
In this part I used to put all the information regarding LCAF id, L/C no, L/C date, Country of origin,
Destination country, Incoterm used, L/C type, L/C expiry date, L/C expiry place, L/C amount, Partial
shipment allowed, Transshipment allowed, Last shipment date. All these information were present in
the file. I had to perform this task very carefully because the information were very important and
sometimes the information were absent and I had to find those information on my own. It was a
difficult task for me. After that I had to click the create option. Then the system used to provide me a
L/C id number. Later I had to put information in L/C items detail and had to click create option. After
all these have to enter Price and Quantity in the L/C Item Details Form. In item detail form the unit
price and quantity needs to be in such a manner so that the total value does not exceed the original
L/C value. If it exceeds then error message will appear after doing this the whole process of opening
L/C is finished.
L/C opening work has to be done carefully though the work is a bit monotonous. To put information
online there are some papers which are important. There is an industrial paper, amendment paper
etc from which I used to collect information. There is higher chance of error as I had to go through
different papers.
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The number of posting LC opening information per day on average is 250. The number of posting
mainly depends on the people available and their skill. Besides availability of files is another issue.
2. IMP (Import Payment) Information
For IMP information entry I had to put the IMP serial, L/C id, imp amount, port export, invoice
number, invoice amount, ship port, and vessel name. After putting all the information I had to click
create. Afterwards the system will provide me an imp serial number which I had to write in the file.
The IMP serial had to be a unique number.
To put information regarding this project the information I used to take from commercial invoice, bill
of lading paper, airway bill, pro-forma invoice etc. This work is very important because bill of entry is
related with it. Later on there is a step in bill of entry where I had to match bill of entry with the IMP
number.

The number of IMP posting per day in HSBC on average is 300. If the people are skilled then number
of posting is higher as they can easily post the information.
3. Bill of Entry
Bill of entry is the last procedure of L/C. While posting bill of entry I had to perform another task
which was sorting. At first I had to sort out the bill of entry. I had to sort because the bill of entry of
different customers was together so at first I had to separate them afterwards I had to post the data.
Bill of entry posting procedure was different from opening and IMP posting. After sorting I had to
match the L/C number with an excel file. After matching I had to find out the L/C id number and then
had to put the number into bill on entry page and then had to press the tab button. Afterwards the L/C
date and bill of entry amount will appear automatically. Later I had to click create and had to write the
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id into the bill of entry page. Then I had to put the information about commodity code, unit price unit
and quantity. Finally I had to match the bill of entry with an IMP and had to write the

IMP

number in the bill of entry page. This was the whole procedure of Bill of Entry posting.

The number of bill of entry per day on average is 350. Employees, interns try their best to maintain
this line. Sometimes they cross the line and post more than 350 bill of entries.
4. Bill of Entry Overdue
In the last month of my internship my supervisor made a team of 6 people to post bill of entry
overdue information. Overdue means that the customer has made the payment but the information
about that bill of entry has not posted yet on Bangladesh Bank website. Those customers won‟t be
able to open further L/C unless their overdue bill of entry information is posted. So we as a team tried
to reduce the number of that overdue bill of entries.

The number of overdue right now is approximately 2400. Right now the main focus of HSBC is to
lessen this overdue number. Without lessening this amount they won‟t be able to serve their clients
appropriately.
Shifting from the manual process to the automated process was not an easy task for HSBC or any
other organization. As the organization got used to work in manual process to shift to automation
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they had to create a whole new strategy. Shifting to automation was tough but they managed it well
because they were organized. The permanent employees over there are skilled.
4.16 HSBC Coping with new automation system
At first they run the automation program on a trial basis. They did this to make their employees get
used to it and to find out what problems they are facing. To cope up with the new system HSBC hired
more contractual employees. Besides, they also hired a lot of interns. They used to send their
employees to the training programs where the employees learnt different lesson of this automation
system. At first the permanent employees attended the trainings and learnt how to handle the
system. After they became skilled they taught the contractual employees how to deal with the
system. Finally the contractual employees helped the interns how to cope with the system. Many
errors occurred but they still motivated their employees, taught the employees how to deal with
errors.
They faced many problems. The main problem was that the number of bill of entry overdue was
going up. They had to divide their employees into different groups. This is because the system
required three steps which a previously mentioned. If and of the step was stopped it was not possible
to go to another step. So there were three different kinds of groups. One group used to do the L/C
opening, another group used to do the IMP posting and finally a group used to post the bill of entry
information. The groups had to perform their jobs into a continuous basis because if any of the
process was stopped the whole system was affected. Without opening IMP was not possible. Without
IMP bill of entry was not possible. If bill of entry was not done immediately it was in the list of overdue
which a barrier to the client was. This is because if the clients name was in the overdue list of
Bangladesh Bank they were unable to open any new L/C unless the overdue is cleared.
4.17 Differences with other banks
The automation of L/C is a regulation provided by Bangladesh Bank. Bangladesh Bank provided the
rules and regulation of how to do this automation. So basically all the banking organization does this
automation in a same way as they have to follow the rules provided by Bangladesh Bank.
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But if we compare HSBC with other banks than to cope with this automation for HSBC was much
easier than other banks. As HSBC previously used to follow their own software and used to deal with
huge amount of LC with the software it was not a different task for them.
In our country most of the public banks are not that much equipped or has that much skilled people.
So for them to deal with this automation was way much harder. Because at first to follow this
automation computers are must besides skilled persons are also required to understand the function
of computer. Those banks who did not have these facilities are the worst sufferers. To cope with the
system they had to change the whole system, had to hire more skilled people which increased the
cost. After that they also had to train them.
So the whole process was much complicated.
On the other hand HSBC did not have to suffer much. As HSBC is a multinational bank they already
were well equipped. They also had skilled employees. All they did was that they had to train them
how to deal with automation.
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5.1 Findings & recommendations:
1. After shifting from manual to automation the main problem HSBC now facing is that the
amount of overdue. This is because the clients who have overdue in Bangladesh Banks list
they won‟t be able to open anymore L/C. So their business will be hampered also the
reputation of HSBC will go down.
The main thing HSBC needs to do according to me is that they need to find out the bill of
entry numbers which are missing and lessen the overdue as soon as possible. Sometimes it
is hard to find out all the bill of entry as they handle a lot of documents. In this case they can
talk to the clients and tell them to send those bill of entries again.
2. Another problem they are facing is that lack of skill people. As the automation system is completely
new the employees need more and more training.
So I think they need to arrange training programs.
3. Though HSBC is the highest profit earner from L/C, hence the position of their import business is not
as higher as other bank.
So I think they should increase their investment so that they can lead the highest position in
Bangladesh as they have the potential.
4. Although HSBC Bangladesh finds good customer actively but the small entrepreneurs don‟t get many
facilities from the bank in terms of L/C.
So I think they need to change their approach so that small entrepreneurs and business can get the
proper services.
5. HSBC should introduce a complaint management system so that they can deal with the problems of
employees. As they have shifted from manual to automation new problems are introduced.
So I think they should encourage their employees to share those problems and also try to manage
those complaints.
6. HSBC has a lot of contractual employees. I think they lack commitment and willingness to work
dedicatedly. This is because the appraisal they get is not enough. So sometimes they lack
motivation. And as shifting from manual to automation is a bit complex system so sometimes they
feel frustrated. This results more error in work.
So I think HSBC should try to motivate them and I think this will reduce the amount of error in this
system
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5.2 Conclusion
Trade is an important sector of earning for any country and banks are those institutions which help
the trade to do well. HSBC is performing this task in a good way. The current situation of Bangladesh
is not going well. There is some adverse situation going on. There have been major numbers of
incidents at clothing factories. Because of these incidents the amount of trade has declined. But
hopefully this situation will overcome soon.
HSBC deals with massive amount of L/C. So the shifting from manual to automation was a great
challenge for them. They accepted the challenge and now they are managing this efficiently. Though
there is some lacking. This is normal because the system is new. But HSBC is performing well.
Trade service is one of the best departments of HSBC as this department is well organized.
Moreover, this department plays an important role as they earn the major profit of HSBC. This
department is managed by a number of professionals. These people are committed to their work as
well as to the bank. They have highly automated system and they do not tolerate any error. Besides
they also evaluate the credit worthiness of clients with their special software. As far my knowledge
this software is unique to HSBC. The Credit Administration Department gives input to the system
regarding the L/C details of any client including L/C commission, margin, limit, Trade service
Department carry out the subsequent tasks. They ask the branch to collect initial margin from the
client and complete necessary documentation. Sometimes many banks provide the clients more than
the limit they are entitled to. This situation occurs mainly because of their favors. But in HSBC the
employees or even the manager is not allowed to do that. HSBC is a very organized bank and their
this quality has helped them to cope up with the changing situation.
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